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February 2014 - 2nd edition
Dear reader,
The PERFORMER project partnership is very pleased to bring to your attention the second edition of its quartely Newsletter!

Introducing PERFORMER
The PERFORMER project aims to contribute in (i) drastically reducing the gap between expected and actual building energy performance,
and (ii) promoting the energy performance guarantee approach.
In this perspective, PERFORMER will deliver a comprehensive energy performance assessment framework, including a set of methodologies
along with a suite of adapted and integrated off-the-shelf tools (e.g. energy simulation software) that factor in building intrinsic attributes, as
well as indoor and outdoor environment parameters.
PERFORMER will address the needs of stakeholders across the energy value chain (builders, contracting owners, occupants and ESCOs),
embedded in a dedicated quality process ensuring the strict adherence to targeted actual energy performance.

Latest project news (December 2013 - February 2014)
Overview of the project progress
The first six months of the project have allowed launching technical activities, collecting information on the four pilot
sites, and developing a common understanding of the objectives and expected outcomes of the project amongst
partners. First work has started to identify and benchmark performance assessment methodologies... More

Project report available!
The aim of this report is to study indicators and indexes that best define the energy performance of buildings in United
Kingdom and in Italy, giving priority to buildings other than dwellings. The various European Directives on the energy
performances of buildings... More

Meeting at the Spanish demo site!
PERFORMER partners from Spain & the UK met at Hotel de las Letras in Madrid over the 18th & 19th December 2013
to discuss their roles & gain a common project understanding. There were 2 new faces to introduce at the meeting on
Day 1; Julio Campo Macho for... More

Upcoming event: Mark your calendar for Sustainable Places 2014!
The RESILIENT and PERFORMER research projects are pleased to announce the 2014 edition of the “Sustainable
Places” annual events. Sustainable Places 2014 will take place in Nice (France) from October 1 to 3, 2014. The event
will focus on energy efficiency at building, district and city levels. It will cover... More

Upcoming event: Call for contributions – Deadline May 16!
This call for contributions invites to present new results and original work on energy efficiency at building,
neighbourhood, district, and city levels. Five kinds of contributions are expected: presentation, paper & presentation
(Special issue in Energy Journal)... More

Latest context evolution
Insight on Smart Building Energy Monitoring!
Complementary to the issue of Total Lifecycle Energy Environmental Assessment mentioned in the previous
newsletter, also the topic of Smart Building Energy Monitoring is of strong interest for PERFORMER. Final energy
consumption of building stock is usually presented in statistics by type of buildings as the energy use... More

Stay informed on the project context evolution by reading our Watch Blog

Follow our activities on Social Networks!

Join the Sustainable Places Community on LinkedIn and Twitter

Learn more about PEFORMER
The PERFORMER Project, funded by the 7th Framework Programme of the European Union under grant agreement #609154, aims to
develop an innovative and comprehensive solution towards improved building energy management & guaranteed energy performance.
Project Website
Coordinator: UPL
Partnership
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